Kings Cup Inspiration Rules to Give to Other Players
· Penguin hands – you must keep both your hands rigid and flat. You cannot use your
hands to grip your beer! When picking up your beer, open the palms of your hands
flat and somehow hold and drink your beer!
· Guess a Suit. Before you lift the card, you must take a guess at which suit you think it
is. If you get it right, tell someone to take a drink. If you get it wrong, you take a
drink.
· If you curse - put your chin on the table. Leave it there, you get released when the
next person curses. Its hysterical watch someone attempt to drink will their chin is
on the table… Be prepared to cry laughing.
· When you laugh, you can't show your teeth
· When you speak you must say three word sentences. – Drink face off
· Forehead on the table - like the rule thumbs but instead of your thumb you must use
your forehead! The last person to get their forehead on the table must drink. It’s
hilarious, as you can’t see anyone you work out who was last by the nose and
shouting… Maybe a few bruises!!!
· You must the person to your left by an opposite gender name. For Example: Danielle
– Danial; Stephanie = Steve; Paula = Paul etc..
· Licktator – You must lick a playing card, then stick it to your fore head. If it remains
stuck to your forehead you don’t have to follow any rules. If it falls of – take a drink
· T-Rex Arms - When you drink, you must lock your elbows close to your sides - that’s
T-Rex arms. Don’t forget, or you will have to drink again.
· Repeat the last word you say say!!
· Everyone must speak with accent different from their own
· Make up a nickname for the player on your left. You must call everyone by their
newly appointed nicknames throughout the rest of the game.
· You must always refer to yourself in Plural. We need; we go etc…
· Jurassic Bend and Snap - do the best Legally Blonde-style Bend and Snap possible,
but with T-rex arms and finally a roar before you drink.
· Everyone must from now on say the word ‘meow ‘ instead of the word ‘now’
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